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HANNO DETTO DI NOI:
Abbiamo realizzato il nostro matrimonio in questo splendido casale il 21 Ottobre di quest'anno . Non avrei potuto scegliere
un posto più bello! curatissimo e amministrato da Gabriele De Pasquinelli, che ha dimostrato saper accogliere molto bene le
persone che li hanno soggiornato. Il matrimonio è stato organizzato da Antonella Lenzi, persona fantastica, piena di energie
e di idee. Anche lei ha saputo realizzare il nostro sogno: un matrimonio Toscano. Gabriele con la sua semplicità ha saputo
convincermi subito a realizzare il matrimonio li. Ha anche saputo presentarmi bene tutta la sua squadra organizzativa,
composta da Antonella, Daniele e Andrea (Ristorante Le Colombaie) Filippo (parte musicale). Tutti loro sono stati molto
bravi. Il matrimonio è stato fantastico e tutti mi hanno fatto complimenti, ma i complimenti gli devo dividere con questa
squadra meravigliosa che ha saputo realizzare il nostro sogno. Grazie a tutti voi e in particolare a Gabriele che con la sua
poca età, dimostra di essere super efficiente e capace di amministrare questa bellissima località. Una bella scoperta.
Fatima e Diego (Italia- Brasile)
Dear Gabriele,
David and I finally arrived home last week after an extended honeymoon. We had a long, exciting trip traveling to a few countries
after Italy but are now happy to be home.
I just wanted to express our many thanks again and how much we will keep Italy in our hearts. Our entire family absolutely loved
your place. We shared your facebook photos and everyone is talking about how wonderful the decorations were and the amazing
setting. We cannot wait until all the final photos and video are ready! It is something we will never forget and we will also never
forget your awesome ability to pull this off. I am so happy that you could be a part of creating our wedding.
The people you work with are wonderful and you have an incredible team. Wedding & Co was very professional, the food was the
best and the decorations beautiful. All of your recommendations were spot on and you have great taste that I could trust. It was a
great experience to work with you and I cannot believe how much you do yourself. You are truly blessed with an amazing job that
creates lasting memories and makes people happy. David and I wish you much success! We hope to see you again in the not so
distance future (wherever it may be).
All the best to you and your family,
Myra and David, San Francisco U.S.A.
Sehr geehrter Herr Pasquinelli, ich durfte jetzt schon zum zweiten Mal die Räumlichkeiten Ihres Casale genießen. Ihr Anwesen ist so
liebevoll gestaltet und bis ins Detail ausgeklügelt, sei es der Jacuzzi, der sich leicht Versteck unterhalb des Pools befindet der die
kleinen Pavillons auf ihrem Anwesen verteilt oder auch der große Pavillon für Frühstück,Mittagessen und Abendessen. Dieses ruhige
sehr angenehme Ambiente ist ein wahrer Schatz den ich lange in meinem Herzen bewahren möchte. Der Wechsel der Handtücher
geschieht wie von Zauberhand und man fühlt sich wie auf einer Insel der Glückseligkeit. Vielen Dank für dieses Erlebnis. Jederzeit
wieder. Es grüßt Sie ganz herzlich Markus Schröter
Markus Schröter, Deutschland
Casale de Pasquinelli is a dream come true. We held my daughter's wedding there on April 8, 2017, and 34 of us stayed at the Casale
for several days. The photos on the website do not do it justice. It is a gorgeous and large property. The accommodations are
incredibly lovely and comfortable: large and charming kitchens and living areas, lovely and spacious bedrooms, and completely
modern bathrooms. All our guests were so happy with their housing. We had the pizza party to welcome our guests and served a
bounteous buffet breakfast each morning. So fresh and delicious. But the high point is Gabriele, the owner/manager. He is a gem
and meets your every need. Accept all his recommendations for caterers, makeup artists, and local restaurants. Wedding & Co.
created a dream wedding come true for 50 guests. Brenda did a wonderful job on our makeup. He is also charming and kind and
speaks perfect English. Gabriele attended to every detail. And when he goes home at the end of the day, the property is all yours.
The wedding ceremony site and the olive grove for the aperitifs are amazingly beautiful. The main swimming pool is huge. My
daughter the bride, her bridegroom , his family from Oklahoma, and our guests from around the world all said this was the most
magical event, and I credit Gabriele and his vendors for this unforgettable experience. The Casale is as good as it gets. Grazie mille!
Amy Ulmer, U.S.A.
“Everything one would expect from a Villa in Tuscany, IT. A road winds through the agriculture, hill towns, country homes, and of
course the olive trees and vineyards. This road leads you to a handcrafted villa with many rooms able to accommodate a large party
or a couple (like us). Not enough time to appreciate all the amenities this place has, would have to be there for a month! Pool,
great kitchen, outdoor patios, pizza oven, great countryside setting, hot tub, etc etc etc. We rented a car, which worked great for
getting to/from Lucca. Directions were provided by gabriel and were not a problem. Hope to be back next year. A really nice
escape in Tuscany coming from the busy/fast city of San Francisco, CA. Beautiful experience provided by Casale de’ Pasquinelli.
Gabriel, seriously thank you for everything.”
Katie and Lucas, U.S.A.
“Tremendous property. we had a family re-union with 30 people and rented entire villa. the owner, Gabriele could not have been
nicer or more helpful. rooms were spacious and group eating are was fantastic with beautiful views of the valley. cooking building
with pizza oven was put to good use. gabrieles pizza night was awesome. we totally enjoyed the property and experience and would
definitely return.”
Rocco family, U.S.A.
“I got married at Casale de’ Pasquinelli in September and stayed in the property with family and friends for just over a week. It was
the best week of our lives and Gabriele could not have done any more to make the whole week and wedding more perfect. He was
on site every day making sure that we and all the guests had everything we needed. The property is incredible and the grounds were
in perfect condition. Everyone who stayed there with us wants to go back for another holiday. The location is perfect for exploring
Tuscany but far enough away from the hussle and bustle that you can have a really peaceful and relaxing stay. Gabriele pretty much
organised the wedding for us too, he is organised, kept us up to date and asked all the right questions. My husband and I feel we
have made a good friend. We cannot wait to go back!”
Jodie and Ben, England
“Honestly I lost counting on how many times we visited Casale Pasquinelli. 4 times, 5 times? This is our home, far away from home.
Gabriele asked us why we keep coming back. If you visit the property you will know.... The house, the pool, the surrounding. Many
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nice places to visit etc. The only negative thing I can think of is the fact that the house is fully booked this summer ;-) So Gabriele,
be prepared: we will come back again! Greetings from Holland, Paul, Elvira, Donna, Morris, Piet and Rina”
Van Loon family, Eindhoven (NL)
“We want to thank you for all of the hard work you put in over the last year and especially on the week of the wedding and the
wedding day itself. You looked after us all so well. We really wanted a wedding that was unique and personal; it was exactly as we
wanted and we are so grateful to you for making that happen. We had a wonderful week at the casale and our friends and family all
loved it too. The setting was stunning and the venue beautiful, even more so on the big day, and made the perfect backdrop for a
memorable day, and week. We have so many wonderful pictures and memories of friends and family enjoying the beautiful
surroundings. The wedding garden on the day was breathtaking and the food delicious. Many people reported the cake was the best
wedding cake they’d ever tasted! A big success! Huge thanks to Glenda and the caterers for making such a beautiful arrangement
and meal; again it was exactly as we wanted but even better than we could have imagined. The day went so well and you worked so
hard making it all happen. All of our friends and family have said how wonderful it was and pass on many thanks to you particularly.
The week and day was the best of our lives and the memories will stay with us always making us smile whenever we think of it.
Thank you.”
Julia and Russell, London
“We stayed as a group of 33 at the Casale. It was to be our holiday and our wedding! From the start Gabriele was very helpful and
advised us of all the legalities of getting married in Italy. He was able to reassure us on several occasions, provide advice where
needed and offer alternatives with regard to the planning of the wedding day. We visited the Casale in March to assess the property
and meet Gabriele in person, once we saw the place we knew we had made an excellent choice. The pictures on the website only go
so far, reality is even better. The Casale has been renovated retaining a Tuscan feel; it’s clean and spacious (even with 33 of us!).
There are five houses in total which can be rented individually or as a whole. We took all 5 houses across 9 families. Every house is
lovely looking with magnificent views. Our party were all impressed when they arrived. The two pools entertained both the young
and old and the few teenagers enjoyed the Jacuzzi at night. We made use of the outside kitchen and terrace area and enjoyed many
evenings looking down over Lucca. There are supermarkets nearby and some good restaurants. Lucca is 20 minutes by car. Gabriele
can hire cabs but a car would be advisable. We arranged for a pizza night on our arrival day which was prepared, cooked and served
by Gabriele and his team on the terrace. This was a great evening and aloud for our party to meet and greet each other. The pizza
went down well with all, especially dessert pizza which the younger ones enjoyed! What was even better was that on waking in the
morning, it had all been cleared away! Our wedding ceremony was to be in Lucca Town Hall on the Thursday and the reception back
at the Casale. Gabriele was busy behind the scenes arranging the paperwork, organising the caterers, liaising with the photographer
and much more. The ceremony went ahead without a hitch and we arrived back at the Casale for welcome drinks. The reception
was to be held in the wedding garden with two long tables
to accommodate 44 people. On seeing this set up I had a tear or two! Beautifully laid out tables were decorated with flowers,
candles and lace. Twinkling lights hung from above. It was all I imagined and more. Gabriele was more than helpful. He listened to
what we wanted and made it happen. He was a pivotal process in organising our wedding, one of which we could not do without. We
sadly left the Casale early on Saturday morning. We have very happy memories. One day we will return!”
Kathy and Dave, Essex (England)
“We have just come back from a wonderful fortnight at the Casale during which I celebrated my birthday with a big family group. I
cannot recommend the Casale more highly and really hope I can return someday to such a special place. The ages of our group
ranged from 2 to 80 and all fell in love with the place and have taken away abundant memories of an enchanting holiday in a
beautiful property located in a very unspoilt and non touristy part of Tuscany (even in high summer.). The owner, Gabriele could not
have been more helpful during our entire stay and his thoughtfulness was really appreciated from the moment I made the initial
inquiry right through to when we had to leave. Nothing was too much trouble. The house itself has so much charm and is very well
equipped with everything we needed for our 2 week stay and the décor throughout is really tasteful and authentic. The garden is
gorgeous and, importantly for our family group, safe but fun for the young children. It was hard to tear yourself away from the pool
or from just sitting and taking in the scenery. Everything is as described on the website but just better! How often can you say that?!
The views from every window are simply breath-taking! We had a meal at the Casale for my birthday on the terrace which was great
fun and very special and I’d also highly recommend having the gorgeous breakfast and the pizza evening which Gabriele can lay on.
One of our favourite days out was to nearby Montecarlo where we visited the stunning vineyard Montechiari to sample their wines
and then had a fantastic lunch at the restaurant Nina in the village. I don’t think I have ever eaten so much! This was all brilliantly
arranged by Gabriele. The town of Lucca is not far away (about 20 mins by car) and we found it to be a chic and charming town
which was perfect for strolling around in the evening after yet another Italian feast! There are also good inexpensive restaurants a
few minutes’ drive away from the Casale, with the restaurant at Tenuta San Pietro only a few minutes away on foot being highly
recommended for a special meal out. There are lots of interesting places to visit nearby (Pisa, Florence and Barga to name but a
few) but it was actually hard to leave the peace and beauty of the Casale and its surroundings. Everyone agreed that the web-site
didn’t do the Casale justice as it is even more beautiful than in the pictures and far exceeds your expectations. I almost wish I could
say something negative in this review as it might appear too good to be true but there is nothing I can think of. As you can tell I
cannot recommend the Casale (and your assistance throughout) more highly. You do take a lot on trust when you book a holiday
property directly and not through an agent but I was never worried as I could tell that you were a decent man from the way you
handled all my enquiries from the start. There is really nothing I would fault about the Casale.”
Andrews’ family and friends, London
“I just returned from a beautiful week at Casale de’ Pasquinelli! What an absolutely great experience! We shared the main villa
with28 of our guests that joined me and my now wife for our wedding. I cannot say enough good things about it. The property was
beautiful, with an amazing view. Gabriele, the owner, was an absolute pleasure to deal with. he was very attentive to our every
request and was alaways available, which came in handy as most of our guests found themselves a little lost while trying to find the
casale! Gabriele met one group in Lucca at midnite to show them the way.(be sure to use the gps coordinates on your nav!)
The pools were were wonderful, Lauradonna prepared us a great breakfast every morning! We are already planning our return stay!
Thank you again to Gabriele and his staff!”
Justin and Johanna, Los Angeles
“The Villa Margherita was very comfortable, well equipped, clean, spacious and nicely decorated. We recommend it as it is a
fantastic place for holidays to discover Tuscany! Gabriele, the owner, was extremely kind, helpful and generous which made our stay
enjoyable.”
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Erb family, Geneva, Switzerland
“Ho soggiornato in questa meravigliosa struttura l’anno scorso ad agosto e consiglio a chiunque di soggiornare al De Pasquinelli, il
posto è incantevole, la case sono pulitissime, la vista sulla valle è unica, soprattutto la sera, gli spazi sia in casa che in giardino sono
molto ampi e mermettono una assoluta tranquillità anche quando la struttura è al completo. Consiglio di andarci con un gruppo di
amici o in famiglia numerosa. Infine c’è anche una grande disponibilità del proprietario per qualsiasi problematica durante il
soggiorno.”
Valentina Bacco, Italia
We have just returned from a week spent in the most idyllic surroundings imaginable. A time of celebration was made perfect by
Gabriele and his team. Nothing was too much trouble. We were a large group and he managed everything to perfection. Always
smiling and very friendly. A definite 5* plus holiday. If you want to enjoy the pure delights of Tuscany this is the perfect place. Molte
grazie Gabriele per una vacanza perfetta.
Jim & Betty Hume, England
“EVERYTHING WE COULD HAVE WISHED FOR - A FABULOUS VENUE” We hired Casale de Pasquinelli to celebrate my daughter and her
fiancé’s wedding. From the outset Gabrielli - who speaks very good English - did everything he could to help ensure the event was a
success helping with the legal and official arrangements for the ceremony itself in Lucca, recommending a lovely photographer and
organising the fabulous wedding reception with superb food back at the Casale. Gabrielli was delightful - always friendly and helpful.
The Casale is truly beautiful. The setting has terraces with wide-ranging views of the Tuscan countryside - a beautiful backdrop for
wedding photographs, and for sitting out and enjoying the tuscan scenery. The rooms are well appointed, very clean, and almost all
have ensuite bathrooms which was great for our party of 34 people. Everything about our stay here was perfect and we had the most
marvellous time. Just one point of recommendation - although accessible by taxi it helps to have a car here.
Fonte : Tripadvisor
“CAPODANNO 2014” Quest’anno con un gruppo di amici amanti della vita all’aria aperta abbiamo deciso di trascorrere il fine
anno nelle campagne toscane. La scelta è stata indirizzata verso il Casale de’ Pasquinelli consigliato da amici che avevano già
soggiornato precedentemente al casale.La distanza dalla nostra città, ci ha permesso di raggiungere in poco tempo, anche se con un
pò di fatica in quanto il posto non è segnalato molto bene dai navigatori (con eccezione del tom tom ) il casale, e ad attenderci
c’erano due bellissime case (ginestra e margherita) e un panorama mozzafiato.Le case sono ampie e completamente arredate. Nella
casa Ginestra abbiamo potuto ospitare per le due cene gli amici che alloggiavano nella casa Margherita e la domenica a pranzo,
siamo riusciti a mangiare sull prato davanti casa grazie alla temperatura piacevole.Consigliamo la visita nella città di lucca e delle
sane passeggiate nelle prossimità del casale.Il soggiorno è stato promosso a pieni voti.
Fonte : Tripadvisor
“A BEAUTIFUL VILLA PERCHED IN THE VINES, OLIVE TREES AND HILLS OF LUCCA” Everything one would expect from a Villa in
Tuscany, IT. A road winds through the agriculture, hill towns, country homes, and of course the olive trees and vineyards. This road
leads you to a handcrafted villa with many rooms able to accommodate a large party or a couple (like us). Not enough time to
appreciate all the amenities this place has, would have to be there for a month! Pool, great kitchen, outdoor patios, pizza
oven, great countryside setting, hot tub, etc etc etc.We rented a car, which worked great for getting to/from Lucca. Directions were
provided by gabriel and were not a problem. Hope to be back next year. A really nice escape in Tuscany coming from the busy/fast
city of San Francisco, CA. Beautiful experience provided by Casale de’ Pasquinelli. Gabriel, seriously thank you for everything.
Fonte : Tripadvisor
“AWESOME FAMILY RE-UNION” Tremendous property. we had a family re-union with 30 people and rented entire villa. the owner,
Gabriele could not have been nicer or more helpful. rooms were spacious and group eating are was fantastic with beautiful views of
the valley. cooking building with pizza oven was put to good use. gabrieles pizza night was awesome. we totally enjoyed the
property and experience and would definitely return.
Fonte : Tripadvisor
“THE HOLIDAY OF A LIFE TIME” I got married at Casale de’ Pasquinelli in September and stayed in the property with family and
friends for just over a week. It was the best week of our lives and Gabriele could not have done any more to make the whole week
and wedding more perfect. He was on site every day making sure that we and all the guests had everything we needed. The property
is incredible and the grounds were in perfect condition. Everyone who stayed there with us wants to go back for another holiday. The
location is perfect for exploring Tuscany but far enough away from the hussle and bustle that you can have a really peaceful and
relaxing stay. Gabriele pretty much organised the wedding for us too, he is organised, kept us up to date and asked all the right
questions. My husband and I feel we have made a good friend. We cannot wait to go back!
Fonte : Tripadvisor
“FLOTT FERIEHUS I IDYLLISKE OMGIVELSER” Flott stort og romslig hus, med nydelig utsikt og fine fasiliteter. Stor å fin eiendom. To
store badebaseng og et boblebad. Flott utendørs spisested med tilhørende kjøkken hvor utsikten ned i dalen og byen Lucca er
fantastisk både på dagtid og om natten.
Fonte : Tripadvisor
“TRULY MEMORABLE” We stayed as a group of 33 at the Casale. It was to be our holiday and our wedding! From the start Gabriele
was very helpful and advised us of all the legalities of getting married in Italy. He was able to reassure us on several occasions,
provide advice where needed and offer alternatives with regard to the planning of the wedding day. We visited the Casale in March
to assess the property and meet Gabriele in person, once we saw the place we knew we had made an excellent choice. The pictures
on the website only go so far, reality is even better.The Casale has been renovated retaining a Tuscan feel; it’s clean and spacious
with lots of space (even with 33 of us!). There are five houses in total which can be rented individually or as a whole. We took all 5
houses across 9 families. Every house is lovely looking with magnificent views. Our party were all impressed when they arrived. The
two pools entertained both the young and old and the few teenagers enjoyed the Jacuzzi at night.We made use of the outside
kitchen and terrace area and enjoyed many evenings looking down over Lucca.There are supermarkets nearby and some good
restaurants. Lucca is 20 minutes by car. Gabriele can hire cabs but a car would be advisable.We arranged for a pizza night on our
arrival day which was prepared, cooked and served by Gabriele and his team on the terrace. This was a great evening and aloud for
our party to meet and greet each other. The pizza went down well with all, especially dessert pizza which the younger ones enjoyed!
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What was even better was that on waking in the morning, it had all been cleared away!Our wedding ceremony was to be in Lucca
Town Hall on the Thursday and the reception back at the Casale. Gabriele was busy behind the scenes arranging the paperwork,
organising the caterers, liaising with the photographer and much more. The ceremony went ahead without a hitch and we arrived
back at the Casale for welcome drinks. The reception was to be held in the wedding garden with two long tables to accommodate 44
people. On seeing this set up I had a tear or two! Beautifully laid out tables were decorated with flowers, candles, lace and vases.
Twinkling lights hung from above. It was all I imagined and more.The food was exceptional! The caterers were aware of two
members of our party having a nut allergy, so the menu was adjusted accordingly.We hired a speaker system for our iphones/ipods to
play our music and danced the night away until the early hours on the terrace. All our guests commented on how lovely the setting
was and how much they enjoyed the day.Gabriele was more than helpful. He listened to what we wanted and made it happen. He
was a pivotal process in organising our wedding, one of which we could not do without.We sadly left the Casale early on Saturday
morning. We have very happy memories of our holiday and our wedding day, of which will never be forgotten. One day we will
return.
Fonte : Tripadvisor
Dear Gabriele, I wish to thank you so very much for all the effort you made to make Amanda and Mike’s 25th Wedding Anniversary so
very, very special. It was PERFECT and you even managed to control the weather for us! The whole week was so very special and we
all enjoyed your lovely villa and your hospitality - nothing, it seemed, was too much trouble. Manythanks again and we shall certainly
recommend your villa in the future - who knows, we may be back one day. Very kind regards
Frances (Amanda’s mother)
“TRULY BEAUTIFUL”We booked the Casale for a wedding, the party consisted of 32 adults and 5 children,I don’t know where to
start, this place is truly amazing, a must see.I would consider myself a widely travelled person coming from a career in travel and
can honestly say that there was no where else in the world I would have chosen to get married, The houses are remarkable and kept
to a impeccable standard with everything you could possibly need. They were also private so each family had there own space as
well. They were well designed, spacious, comfortable and nearly every single person has an en suite,the grounds are beautiful and
the views are some of the best I have ever seen, everybody who came was really overwhelmed and absolutely adored the whole
place,The swimming pools were so clean and filled with adults and children during the daytime having such a great time,
The pizza night was brilliant and everybody certainly had copious amounts of food, breakfast was a huge feast and a lovely way to
start the day, I would definitely recommendSaying all this the best part has to be the owner gabriele who would move heaven and
earth to make sure everything is exactly as you want it to be, it’s been such a pleasure dealing with him and just so easy, not once
did I feel stressed about the wedding as everything was taken care of, even things I hadn’t even though of, all the details of the
wedding and decisions are tailor made and unique designed around you, Nothing is too much troublehe goes well beyond his job on
many occasions to exceed expectations and I would consider him as a very good friend, he really is somebody who really cares and
wants the absolute best for you and your guests.
Fonte : Tripadvisor
“GLORIOUS WEEK AT CASALE DE’ PASQUINELLI”I’m 63 years old and have never been moved to write a review about anything, until
now. About 28 family and friends accompanied us for my daughter’s wedding to Casale de’ Pasquinelli in early October, 2014. The
experience was absolutely magical. I can’t say enough about Gabriele and the breathtaking facilities. Gabriele speaks perfect English
and was happy to offer assistance regarding transportation and anything else we would approach him about. The breakfasts were
fantastic. Everyone associated with the Casale was super accommodating and made this very special moment even more so. The only
negative was the fact that we had to eventually leave. The Casale, Lucca, and the entire surrounding area were beautiful. It’s even
better than the photos at the website. It rained a few days but I barely noticed! It just seemed to add to the charm of the place and
the experience. I continue to look at my photos and visit the website in an effort to try to re-live just a moment of the absolutely
marvelous time I had. Our entire group feels the way I do. Thank you Gabriele for the time of our lives. The memory of the walks in
the surrounding hills with my 4 yr. old grandson will remain with us always.
Fonte : Tripadvisor
“OUR GUESTS CRIED WHEN THEY LEFT! IT WAS AMAZING!!” I can’t write enough wonderful things about Casale de Pasquinelli and
Gabriele. We rented the entire property (and another up the hill) site unseen for a week with 47 of our closest family and friends as
we celebrated our wedding week.When I reserved the Casale- I did it solely based on reviews from other visitors and online pictures.
We are from the San Francisco Bay Area in California and didn’t have the luxury of a quick ancillary visit to make sure the
atmosphere was perfect- but from all the reviews we knew it was exactly what we wanted. We were tasked with coordinating a
vacation for everyone- while Gabriele was tasked with planning our wedding; he did a wonderful job! The vendors he recommended
for me were all top quality, professional, trustworthy and provided a stellar experience for us.Gabriele helped plan every single
detail of my wedding (including the off-site ceremony in the Lucca Town Hall). Every single day was magical and every detail was
taken care of. He helped set up group tours, transportation, catered food events, and even took care of some shopping for us to
stock our kitchen.The Casale is authentic and rustic Italy, with many modern ammenties. It is very clean, spacious and unique.
Although slightly rural, which I’ve learned is normal there... It created a calmness and serenity that our guest reveled in. Although
Gabriele is magical about coordinating transportation to and from the villa, it is highly recommended that you have a car or two on
site for “quick” store runs... or heading to dinner.Every single guest LOVED the Casale. It was the perfect setting for everyone to
have a group vacation AND a version of their own personal vacation. So many wonderful places on the property to venture off and
have your own time. People were in tears when they had to leave.... Casale de Pasquinelli was HOME to our guests. Gabriele made
us feel like personal visitors into his very own home. My husband and I are committed to going back and staying at the Casale as our
home base for our continued Italy travels. Gabriele is a very kind man that we trust implicitly. He constantly made sure things we
perfect for us. If there was a little glitch- as you’d expect might happen when traveling with a group of 50- he always went above
and beyond to correct and make it perfect.One SUGGESTION- whether you rent out one apartment or the entire Casale- I would pay
Gabriele to stock the kitchen with some basic kitchen items for your arrival (and your stay)...antipasti items, coffee, WINE, jam,
bread, eggs, juice, water.... We did this and it was a nice convenience. We gave him a budget to do a store run and he made sure it
was taken care of. This made for a nice, social time when our guests were just relaxing in our Casale...we had some appetizers
available to offer.Our stay could not have been any better! Thank you Gabriele!
Fonte : Tripadvisor
Where to begin our review, as this was truly the trip of a lifetime! When my fiancé proposed, we decided we’d like our wedding to
be a bit of an adventure! We wanted to find a villa large enough to hold 30 of our closest friends and family, and in a location where
the group could spend a few nights exploring the area leading up to our wedding! That is exactly what we found with Casale de’
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Pasquinelli! We first reached out to Gabriele with a request for more information because of the location (Tuscany, about 20 minutes
outside of Lucca), the size of the villa, and because of the excellent reviews he had already received. The reviews were particularly
important to us because we were planning this while living in the United States!Beginning with the first email, Gabriele was
excellent. He answered all of our questions, explained prices, gave recommendations, etc., and everything was spot-on. In terms of
the actual wedding day, Gabriele had excellent recommendations for everything from the flowers to hair & makeup, to the catering,
and it was more than we could have ever dreamed of! The food was perfect, the flowers were beautiful—everything was stunning.
We wanted a Catholic ceremony, too, and while people who are not residents of Lucca cannot get married in the church in Lucca,
Gabriele found a Catholic church and priest willing to marry us just a few towns away and 100% coordinated all of the paperwork,
etc., as well as transportation to/from the church for guests the day of the wedding! He even went with us to meet the priest a few
days before the wedding!Gabriele coordinated our rehearsal dinner, transportation for the activities we had planned, and was at the
casale each day making sure that we had everything we needed. We enjoyed breakfast each morning in the gazebo, and had 2
dinners at the casale—the pizza dinner (highly recommended!), and a dinner on our last night. Everything was delicious!
I cannot say enough great things about Gabriele and the casale. The wedding was everything we had dreamed of, and the 5 nights we
spent at the casale with our closest friends and family was the best vacation we’ve had! We would highly recommend a stay at the
Casale—whether it’s for a family vacation, a large family get together, a wedding, or just friends travelling on holiday!
Tim and Kaitlin (New Jersey, USA - April 2016)
Thank you Gabriele for everything; rental of your house, your kindness, your hospitality, your pizzas( did you notice the amount of
pizzas...;-) ) I will certainly recommend Casale di Pasquinelli for everyone who wants to have a wonderful vacation with friends and
family. The pictures on the website can not show the true beauty of the house and surroundings, you have to be there!
Sari Johansson (Sweden - June 2016)
Thank you Gabriel for a wonderful Tuscany experience. It was a perfect venue for my son’s wedding. Your villa is both inviting and
entertaining and views of the Tuscan countryside were amazing, especially the sunsets. Most of all, we appreciate your enthusiastic
personal hospitality. Every request was fulfilled graciously. Although there were over 40 of us you managed to accommodate
multiple individual and group arraignments during our one-week stay. The nearby restaurant, which was one of your
recommendations, did an outstanding job for the rehearsal dinner and the wine tasting at the renaissance vineyard, which we were
able to walk to, was beyond belief. We can’t imagine a better wedding experience for our oldest son and your villa provided the
perfect environment to get to know new family members. We will have memories forever of sitting around the large dinning room
table at one of the villas. I’m sure everyone will be happy to recommend Casale de’ Pasquinelli to anyone looking for a truly
enjoyable experience.
Diane Butcher (USA)
We loved this place!! We stayed a week in September, and it was spectacular! We were a guest of our friends who hosted a beautiful
wedding at Casale de Pasquinelli. On every level, the wedding was perfect. The setting was magnificent and the food was delicious.
The website shows a few photos of how picturesque ours and other events can be. It was absolutely the most memorable wedding we
have ever attended. Another great part of staying at Casale de Pasquinelli was how we spent our days. We’d start our day in
the morning by taking walks around the beautiful property and its surroundings. We’d return to the villa and prepare our breakfast in
our Tuscan kitchen from the local foods we’d pick up along our travels. Shortly after that, we’d get in our car and visit places like La
Cinque Terre, Lucca, Pisa, Sienna, San Gimignano, to name a few. After an incredible day of sightseeing, we’d all meet up at the
Casale, and spend the evening laughing with our friends in the large living room, eating cheese, pastries and drinking vino from the
region. Casale di Pasquinelli is owned and operated by Gabriele. He’s a phenomenal guy! He works very hard at accommodating
everyone, making sure his guests are comfortable and enjoying themselves. When you meet him, you see that he lives “La Dolce
Vita”. As a recommendation, if you’re hosting a wedding with friends and family, and they are staying at the villa, if the option is
available, I would seriously encourage your guests to participate in a luncheon the next day at the vineyard down the road. It was
the perfect way to chill out after a festive night. We walked to the vineyard, and then we sat around a beautiful Tuscan table with
friends and family, sipping their delicious wine, and enjoying a home cooked Italian lunch. It felt like something out of a Bon
Appetite magazine story!
Sunny & Danny (Florida, USA)
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